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We shall use the term von Neumann lattice to refer to a complete comple- 
mented modular lattice with continuous operations [Axioms I-V, I], and 
reserve the term continuous geometry for irreducible von Neumann lattices 
[Axiom VI, 11. 
A satisfactory decomposition theory for von Neumann lattices would give 
a structure theory in terms of continuous geometries and complete Boolean 
algebras, their centers. Von Neumann considered this problem [pp. 259- 
263, l] and showed that a von Neumann lattice L is isomorphic to a direct 
product of continuous geometries iff the center of L is atomic. In [2] and [3], 
Israel Halperin constructed what might be called continuous direct sums of 
constant lattices over complete Boolean algebras. It would be nice if every 
von Neumann lattice were a direct product of such lattices, but this is not the 
case, even for measure algebra centers, as is shown by an example in Section 7. 
That example is constructed by using a continuously varying family of 
algebraic extensions of the rational numbers. 
The methods used in this paper are suggested by direct integral theory and 
are closely related to the methods used by T. Iwamura in [4] and [5] and by 
I. Halperin in [2] and [3]. Many of the results are additions to the results of 
Iwamura and Halperin. The first section begins with a method of obtaining 
the subdirect decompositions of Iwamura [4], [5]. The second section contains 
examples to show that the most obvious attempt to make a constructive 
theory which reverses the Iwamura decomposition is not suitable. The third 
section then is devoted to a more suitable construction. Section 4 deals with 
the behavior of centers in continuous direct sums and Sections 5, 6, and 7 
are devoted to more detailed information about more specific cases: measure 
algebras and continuous sums of projectiv-e geometries. 
* This work was supported XI part by the Nationaf Science Foundation, Grant 
GP-3421 and GP-5793. 
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The distinction between constants and constant functions will not always 
be maintained by notation. A set whose complement is a first category set is 
residual and any property which holds on a residual set will be said to hold 
topologically almost everywhere (t.a.e.). It will also be useful to call a function 
(topologically) measurable if its restriction to some residual set is continuous. 
Rlany of the results of this paper were contained in the author’s thesis, 
written under the very helpful direction of Professor L. H. Loomis. The 
author is happy to express his thanks to Professor Loomis for his guidance at 
that time. The author is also grateful to Professor G. Birkhoff for valuable 
advice and to Professors A. Ogg and P. Fong for conversations about the 
material in Section 7. Finally, he is indebted to Professor I. Halperin for 
suggesting several improvements. 
1. THE IWAMURA DECOMPOSITION 
Let L be a von Neumann lattice. In [l] von Neumann proved that perspec- 
tivity is an equivalence relation on L and that it has several other important 
properties. The list of properties was extended in [4] and an exposition is 
given in [6]. Let N be an equivalence relation on L. We shall call m a quasi- 
perspectitity if it shares the following four properties with perspectivity: 
(1) If a and b are perspective in L then a m b. 
(2) Ifa- 1 then a = 1. 
(3) If a w b, v b, with 6, A b, = 0, then there exist a, , u2 with 
a = a, v u2 , a, A u2 = 0, a, N b, and a, w b, . 
(4) IfIx z : i ~1) and {yl : i ~1) are independent sets such that for every i 
X,NY~, then sup{.~i:iEI}~sup{yz:iEI}. 
For a and b in L, write a < b to mean that there is an x < b with a .- X, 
allowing the possibility that a N b. Then let E denote the set of all e in L 
such that a < e implies a < e. The elements of E are called invariant, and E 
is always a Boolean subalgebra of the center of L, closed under arbitrary 
meets and joins. If 0 and 1 are the only invariant elements, then L is called 
a factor under -. 
Let S denote the Stone space of E [7, 8, 91. For e in E let [e] denote the 
open-closed subset of S corresponding to e and let v(e) denote the character- 
istic function of [e]. Let C(S) d enote the complete vector lattice of con- 
tinuous real valued functions on S [7], [lo]. In any lattice .xi t x will mean 
that the xi form an increasing directed family with least upper bound X. 
In [Ill, S. Maeda constructs a function d : L --f C(S) such that if a, b, 
and all a, are in L we have: 
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(5) d(a) = d(b) if and only if a N 6. 
(6) d(0) = 0, and d(a) > 0 if a > 0. 
(7) d(u v b) + d(u A b) = d(u) + d(b). 
(8) d(l) = 1. 
(9) If a, r a, then d(a,,) 7 d(a) in C(S). 
(10) If d(a) < d(b) th ere is a c < b with d(u) = d(c). 
(11) If e E E, then d(e A u) = p)(e) d(u). 
T. Iwamura gives a similar construction in [5], using an infinite version of (3). 
A function d satisfying (6)-( 11) will b e called a dimension function. Given a 
dimension function define an equivalence relation N by letting a h b if and 
only if d(u) = d(b). Then - satisfies (l)-(4): (7) implies (1); (6) and (7) 
imply (2); (7) and (10) imply (3) (since L is relatively complemented); and (7) 
and (9) imply (4). It follows by a fairly simple argument using property (11) 
that E is the set of invariant elements relative to b. Thus quasi-perspectivities 
and dimension functions carry the same information. 
If {a, : 13~ < p} is a decreasing well-ordered family with greatest lower 
bound u, then by using the continuity of the lattice operations and transfinite 
induction it is straightforward to construct a well ordered increasing family 
Ibe : LY. < /3} such that for a: < j? we have b, a complement of a,, and so that 
the least upper bound of the 6, , 6, is a complement of a. Using this, it is 
easy to see that in n von Neumann lattice conditions (7) and (9) imply that if 
ai 1 a then d(q) I d(a). (The lemma showing that well ordered indexing sets 
are sufficient is needed here; see Appendix II of [6].) 
From (6) and (7) we see that a < b implies that d(a) < d(b). Thus we have 
a natural generalization of metric lattices; page 76 of [12]. The elementary 
facts about metric lattices carry over, with their proofs, to the case of a 
“positive valuation” with values in an abelian partly ordered group. We shall 
not deal with this most general case but some generality will be useful. 
Let L be a lattice with 0 and 1, let E be a subalgebra of the center of L 
and let S be the Stone space of E. Suppose d is a function from L to C(S) 
satisfying (6), (7), (8), and (11). Then we can define 
S(u, b) = d(a v b) - d(u rt b) 
and apply the results of pages 76, 77 of [12] to the values of these functions 
at each point, or duplicate the proofs given there, to prove: 
(12) S(u v c, b v c) + S(u A c, b A c) < &(a, b) 
(13) S(Q, 4 < &, b) + S(b, c) 
(14) 8(u v x, b v y) + s(u A x, 6 A y) < s(a, 6) + 8(x, y). 
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Also S(a, b) = S(b, a) > 0 if a # b and S(a, a) = 0. Thus 6 may be regarded 
as a C(S)-valued metric. For any f in C(S) and X C S, let 
llf Ilx = sup {If(~) I : x E W. 
For a and b in L, define S’(a, b) = 11 S(a, b) IIs. Then 6’ is a metric and 
(15) S’(a v X, b v y) < S’(a, b) + S’(x, y) 
S’(a A x, b hy) < S’(a, b) + S’(x, y). 
This seems to be a natural setting for the Iwamura decomposition of [4] 
and [5]. For each s in S and x and y in L define xBsy to mean 
qx, y; 4 = (Q, Y)) (s) = 0. 
It follows from (14) that ~9~ is a congruence relation, and we denote the quo- 
tient lattice by F(s). In fact, F(s) is the metric lattice obtained from L using 
the isotone (but not positive) valuation x -+ d(~; s): Theorem 9, page 77 
of [12]. The lattice F(s) is called the Iwumuru local component of L at s [3]. 
Set F* = CT(F(s) : s E S} and define (CI :L + F* by (#(x)) (s) = e,(x). Then # 
is a homomorphism of L onto a subdirect product of the lattices F(s), and it 
follows from (6) that # is one-one. Denote by d, the valuation inherited by 
F(s), and by 6, the associated metric. The following lemma is a variation on 
part of Theorem 5 of [5]. 
LEMMA 1.1. Take notation us above, and suppose L is S’-complete. Then 
each F(s) is order complete and metrically complete, and the lattice operations 
in F(s) are continuous, i.e., .Q t x implies X= A y t x A y and x, 1 x implies 
x,vyJxvy. 
PROOF. Each F(s) has least and greatest elements since L does, so by 
Theorems 15 and 16, pages 80 and 82 of [12], it suffices to prove F(s) is 
complete relative to 6, . To do this we need only find a metric limit for an 
arbitrary sequence a, , ua ,... such that Ss(un , u,+J < 2-“. Because F(s) is a 
quotient of L, there must exist a sequence x1 , xa ,... in L such that for each n, 
e&J = a, . Since the functions 6(x, , xa), 6(x,, ~a),... are continuous and for 
each n, S(x, , x,+i; s) < 2?, there must be a sequence e, > ea > *** in E 
such that for each n we have s E [e,] and S(X, ,3c,+J < 2~” on [e,]. Now 
defineyl, ya ,... by induction as follows: 
Y~+~ = (4 Ah) v (en A xn+d 
Then, by (1 I), we have S(y, , yn+J < 2-” everywhere, so S’(y, , yn+r) < 2-“; 
also B,(y,) = a, for n = 1, 2 ,... . Thus y1 , ya ,... is S’-Cauchy so there is a y 
40912ol3-6 
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in L such that S’(y,, , y) + 0. If B,(y) = a, then S,(u, , a) + 0, which com- 
pletes the proof. 
If L is a complete lattice and d also satisfies condition (9), then L is 6’ 
complete. The proof follows the proof of Theorem 15, page 80 of [12]. Thus 
Lemma 1.1 contains part of the following theorem, which was proved by 
T. Iwamura in [2] and [3]. 
THEOREM 1.2. If L is a van Neumann lattice and d is a dimension function, 
then each F(s) constructed above is a von Neumann lattice which is a factor 
under the equivalence relation mQ , where a ws b if and only if d,(a) = d,(b). 
Thus L is a subdirect product of the factors F(s). If the quasi-perspectivity b 
is perspectivity then each F(s) is irreducible. 
It will be convenient to identify L with #(L), so that for x in L we may 
write x(s) instead of e,(x). Then for e in E, e(s) = 1 for s E [e] and e(s) = 0 
for s E [e’]. Also we extend d, 6 and 6’ to F* by letting 
and 
Mf )) (4 = 4fi 4 = ddf (4, 
Nfi g)) (4 = Vf, g; s) = Uf (4 g(s)) 
q f, g) = sup @(f, g; s) : s E q 
Then d(f) and S( f, g) are real valued functions on S and 6’ is still a metric 
and satisfies (15). 
Let F, = u (F(s) : s E S} and define p from F, to S by p(a) = s if a is 
in f (s). Then p is well defined, since s1 # sz implies F(s,) n F(s,) = 4. For 
each x in L and l > 0, let N(x, 6) be the set of all a in F, such that if p(a) = s 
then 6,(x(s), a) < E. The sets N(x, l ) together with the sets p-r(U) for U 
open in S generate a topology, Y. Notice that F* is the set of all functions f 
from S ot F, such that p of is the identity on S. Let r,(S, F,) denote the 
set of all f in F* which are continuous relative to Y. 
DEFINITION 1.3. Suppose M is a complete lattice and that E is a closed 
subalgebra of the center of M. Let X be a subset of M, T un orthogonal subset 
of E and x R function from T to X. The element sup {e A x(e) : e E T) of M will 
be called the mosaic of X based on T with choice function x, and any such element 
will be called a mosaic of X. 
THEOREM 1.4. If L is 6’-complete then L = I’,(S, F,). 
PROOF. Sets of the form p-l(U) n N(xr , Ed) n ..* n N(x, , Q) form a 
basis for ,7, so it is clear that L C r,(S, F,). To prove the other inclusion, 
first let E > 0. Then for each s in S there is an x in L with f (s) = x(s), and 
since f is continuous there is an e in E with s in [e] such that 6(x, f) < c on 
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[e]. Since S is compact, a finite number of such [e]‘s cover S. Hence there is a 
finite orthogonal set T in E and a function y from T to L such that if x is the 
mosaic based on T and y then S’(x, f) < E. Since T is finite, this x is in L. 
Now choose x1 , x2 ,... in L so that for each n we have S’(x, , f) < 2P. Then 
Xl , x2 ,... is S’-Cauchy and hence has a S-limit x in L. Now 
Q,f) < qx, x?z) + w% ,f) -0, 
so f = x, which is in L. 
Let r,(S, F,) denote the set of all f in F* for which there is a residual set 
R C S such that f 1 R is continuous. Say elements f and g of r,(S, F,) are 
equivalent if there is a residual set R such that f 1 R =g 1 R. 
THEOREM 1.5. Suppose L is order complete and d satisjies (9). Then every 
equivalence class in I’,(S, F,) contains exactly one element of L. 
PROOF. Since f is equivalent to g if and only if S’( f, g) = 0, and L is 
complete relative to 6’ and contained in r,(S, F,), it suffices to prove that L 
is S-dense in r,(S, F,). (If S/(x, y) = 0 for x, y in L, then x = y.) Let E > 0 
and let U be the set of all e in E such that there is an x in L with S(x, f) < c 
on a residual subset of [e]. If T is a maximal orthogonal subset of U, there is a 
function x from T to L such that for e in T we have 6(x(e), f) < E on a 
residual subset of [e]. If sup T # 1, then V = S - closure (U {[e] : e E T}) 
is a nonempty open-closed set. Hence V n R # 4, where R is a residual set 
such that f 1 R is continuous. Thus, if s,, E V n R and x0 in L is such that 
xs(s,,) = f (sa), then there is an open closed set [es] C V containing s,, such that 
f(s) ~~&I 3 c) for s E R n [e,], so 6(x,, f) < E on R n [e,,]. Hence T u {e,} 
contradicts the maximality of T, so sup T = 1. Now let y be the mosaic 
based on T with choice function x in the complete lattice L. Then 
y(s) = (x(e)>(s) for s in [el, so S(y,f) < E on a residual subset R, of R n [e]. 
Now the set R, = u (R, : e E T} is residual in S because R, is residual in [e] 
for each e, and S(y, f) < E on R, . Hence S’(y, f) < E, as desired. 
2. CONTINUITY 
From consideration of the Iwamura decomposition and the theory of 
direct integrals for IV*-algebras [13], [14], we are led to seek a construction 
for von Neumann lattices which attaches a lattice to each point of the Stone 
space of a complete Boolean algebra, selects (if it exists) a compatible sub- 
lattice of the direct product of all the lattices, i.e., a lattice of lattice valued 
functions, and ends by identifying two elements of the selected sublattice 
which take the same values “almost everywhere.” The Iwamura decomposi- 
tion suggests that mutual continuity is an appropriate compatibility condition 
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and it seems reasonable that the construction should be applicable if the 
assignment of lattices to the points of the space is a constant function. The 
following discussion is intended to shed some light on this situation. 
Let K be a von Neumann lattice which is a factor under some quasi- 
perspectivity which induces the dimension function d and metric 8. Let E 
be a complete Boolean algebra with Stone space S. Let C(S; K) denote the 
set of continuous functions from S to K, with the metric topology on K. 
Since the lattice operations are metrically continuous in K, this is a lattice. 
However C(S; K) is not complete unless K is compact relative to 6 or S 
is finite. as we shall see after two lemmas. 
LEMMA 2.1. If K has an atom then K is atomic and for each s, 
d(x) = (length of [0, x])/(Zength of K). 
PROOF. If K has an atom, a, then it follows from properties (6) and (10) 
that d(a) is the smallest element of d(K). Also d(x) = d(a) implies x is an 
atom, and if .v > 0 there is a 3’ < .r with d(y) = d(a), again by (10). Thus 
K is atomic, and for each .v we see that d(x) is k * d(a) where k is the number 
of elements in a maximal independent set of atoms in [0, .z]. 
The next lemma settles a question left open by I. Halperin in [3], p. 355. 
LEMMA 2.2. K is compact relative to 6 $f K is a$nite set. 
PROOF. If K is finite then K is clearly compact, and if K is infinite and 
discrete then K is clearly not compact, so suppose K is nonatomic. Then for 
any zc > 0 there exist u and v with u A v = 0, u v o = x: and d(u) = d(v) = 
4 d(x). Hence it is possible to construct by induction a set {an,lz : 1 < K < 2”, 
n = 1, 2,...) such that (i) d(a,,J is always 2-“, (ii) for each n, 
4 = i4.k : 1 < k < 2”) is an independent set, and (iii) for each 12, K, 
%,k = a,+,,2r-1 v a,,,,,, . Then for 1~ = 1, 2 ,... let 
b, = sup {a,,, : 1 < k < 2” and k is odd). 
If n > m, then the sublattice of K generated by X, contains both b, and b, , 
and is naturally isomorphic with the algebra of subsets of Xn . Using this it is 
easy to calculate that S(b, , b,) = Z$ . Hence K is not compact. 
THEOREM 2.3. If either S or K has only finitely many elements then 
C(S; K) is order complete, but if both are injinite then C(S; K) is not order 
complete. 
PROOF. If S is finite then C(S; K) is a finite direct product. For the case 
that K is finite, we give a proof supplied to the author by I. Halperin, which 
is simpler than the author’s original proof. The present proof was given in 
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Theorem 4 of [3] for compact K and in terms of the Boolean algebra rather 
than the Stone space. The fact that K is finite simplifies the argument 
slightly. A function f : S + K is continuous if and only if the finitely many 
disjoint sets f -l(x) for x E K are all open (and hence closed). For f E C(S; K) 
andxEK,definef*x:S-+Kbyf *x(s) =xiff(s) =xandOiff(s) fx. 
If F is a subset of C(S; K), then {f *x:fEF,xEK} has the same set of 
upper bounds as F, because f = sup {f c x : x E K} for each f in F. If we 
define g,(s) = x if s is in sup {f-‘(x) : f E F} = closure (U {f-‘(x) : f E F}) 
and g,(s) = 0 otherwise, then g, = sup {f * x : f E F}. Furthermore, if we 
let g be the pointwise supremum of the finite set {gZ : x E K}, then g is in 
C(S; K) and is easily seen to be the supremum of F. 
Now suppose both S and K are infinite. Then K is not compact so there 
exists a sequence xi, x2 ,... in K with no cluster point. Since S is infinite 
there is a disjoint sequence U, , U, ,... of nonempty open-closed sets. Define 
fn(s) = xT2 for s in U,, , fn(s) = 0 for s in S - U,, , and let g be any upper 
bound of fi , fi ,... in C(S; K). Then s E U, implies g(s) 3 x, . Since g 
is continuous, g(S) is compact and can contain at most a finite subset of 
{x1 ) x2 )... }. Thus for some n there is no point s for which g(s) = x, , and 
hence if s is in U, we have g(s) > x, . Define h(s) = X~ for s in U,, and 
h(s) = g(s) for s in S - U, . Then h is in C(S; K), h <g and h is an upper 
bound of fi , f2 ,... . Hence g is not a least upper bound, and the sequence 
has no least upper bound. 
This shows that we must go beyond continuity, but even more can be 
said. Let K be any infinite projective geometry with no proper endomor- 
phisms, for example, the lattice of subspaces of a real vector space of dimen- 
sion at least three. (This lattice is irreducible, so any endomorphism would be 
one-one. Then the proof of the first fundamental theorem of projective 
geometry given by Baer in [15] shows that this lattice endomorphism is 
induced by an injection 01 of R into R and a semi-linear transformation, 
which must be onto because (Y is onto.) Suppose L is a von Neumann lattice 
whose center E is isomorphic to the algebra of all subsets of the positive 
integers and with every Iwamura local component F(s) = B,(L) isomorphic 
to K, say via the isomorphism (Ye. If S is the Stone space of E, then S “is” 
the Stone-Cech compactification of the positive integers and has a dense 
sequence of isolated points. It follows that L is isomorphic to K x K *a*; 
let us replace L by this isomorphic copy. Then j : K+L defined by 
j(x) = (x, x,...) is an imbedding, and for every s in S the functions 01, o es o j 
is a nonzero endomorphism of K, and is hence an automorphism. Hence the 
homomorphism es o j must be an isomorphism of K onto L/O, . Now given x 
in L define p(x) : S + K by letting /3( x : s) be the element of K whose image 
under 0, Q j is f?,(x). Then for x in K and s in S, ,8( j(x); s) = x. Also for every 
x in L, the function s + d@(x, s)) is continuous, being the same as d,,(x) 
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where d,, is the dimension function induced on L by perspectivity. Combining 
these facts we see that p is an isomorphism of L onto C(S, K). Since this 
cannot be, by Theorem 2.3, it follows that not everyF(s) can be isomorphic 
to K. This fact can be extended to more general spaces by including in the 
hypothesis the existence of an imbedding similar to the j above. In the case 
considered in detail here, it might be said that the representation as a direct 
product is quite satisfactory and should not be complicated by adding the 
“points at infinity.” The way out in the general case is not so clear. 
3. CONTINUOUS DIRECT Sunrs 
In this section we carry out the construction of “continuous direct sums” 
of von Neumann lattices. The basic construction also works for not necessar- 
ily complemented metric lattices, although the result will also not be comple- 
mented. To obtain the theorems for general metric lattices delete the parts of 
the statements and proofs which involve complements or complementation. 
We also remark that condition (10) in the definition of dimension functions 
is not relevant to the general case, but it is essential for our main concern. 
Let E be a complete Boolean algebra with Stone space S. A field of metric 
von Neumann lattices on S is a function, 9 assigning to each point s in S a 
pair (F(s), v,) where F( s is a von Neumann lattice and v, is a positive valua- ) 
tion on F(s) inducing a metric ps , relative to which F(s) is complete. It will 
be convenient to assume that the F(s) are pairwise disjoint. If they are not, 
replace F(s) by {s} x F(s) and give {s} x F(s) the structure so that x + (s, zz) 
is an isomorphism. If for each s v, is the dimension function for a quasi- 
perspectivity mQ , then 9 is a$eld of factors, and if each F (s) is irreducible, 
then 9 is a field of continuous geometries. A field of continuous geometries 
is always a field of factors. Set F, = u {F(s) : s ES), and define p : F, -+ S 
by p(x) = s if x E F(s). If 9 is constant, the disjoint values constructed 
above give F, = S x K. If XC S, a function f from X to F, such that 
p of is the identity on X will be called a section ofF, over X. The set of all 
sections of F, over X will be denoted by r(X, F,). This is the same as 
n{F(s) : s E X}. We may write T(F,) or r for r(S, F,). For f and g in 
r(S, F,), define v(f) and p( f, g) from S to [0, l] by 
4f) (s) = 4f; s) = 4f (s)) and P(ft ‘5 s) = Af(s), g(s)). 
It is convenient to identify E with its natural image in I’. We shall construct 
a continuous direct sum of the field 9 in terms of a topology Y on F, . 
The topology need not have the properties of those used in sheaf theory, but 
it should have similar ones. It will be used to select the “measurable” elements 
of I’, rather than for any local properties. 
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For a definition of “measurable” in this context we consider the fact that 
a real valued function f on a Hyper-Stonian space is measurable if and only 
if there is a residual set R such that f 1 R is continuous. In general this is a 
well behaved class of functions, so if S is Stonian and T is a topological space 
we call a function f : S + T measurable iff there is a residual set R in S such 
that f 1 R is continuous. Write A(S, T) for the set of measurable functions 
from S to T. We shall write r,,, = r,(F,) = P,,(S, F,) for I’ n A’($ F,). 
We shall also write r,(X, F,) for the set of continuous elements of P(X, F,). 
DEFINITION 3.1. A jield of metric van Neumann lattices, %, on the Stone 
space S will be called pre-measurable if there is a topology Y on F, for which 
there is a residual set [Y] satisfying the following conditions: 
(a) Suppose p(x) = p(y) E [r], and let W, be a neighborhood of x A y, 
W2 a neighborhood of x v y. Then there exist neighborhoods U of x and V 
of y such that if p(u) = p(v) E [F] for elements u E U, v E V, then u A v E W, 
anduvvE W,. 
(b) If p(x) = p(y) = s E [Y] and x and y are complements in F(s), then 
for every neighborhood V of y there is a neighborhood U of x such that every 
u in U n p-l([Y]) has a complement in L’. 
(c) The function v defined on F, by v(x) = vs(x) if x EF(s) has a con- 
tinuous restriction to p-l([Y]). 
If ~={(x,~)EF* xF,:p(x)=p(y)~[Y]} then xvy and XAY 
make sense for (x, y) in 9, and condition (a) simply asks that the two func- 
tions from $9 + F, so defined be continuous. Condition (b) serves a similar 
purpose, but since complements are not unique it can’t be stated as briefly. 
However, if every F(s) is orthocomplemented, then it is appropriate to require 
that x -+ 2~’ be continuous on p-l([Y]). If 9 is constant, i.e., if F, = S x K, 
the natural topology on F, is the product topology Y, and then [Y] = S. 
In this case, 9 is pre-measurable and r,(S, F,) is isomorphic in the obvious 
way with A’(S, K). If f E QX, F,), observe that v(f) = v of. Here are 
two easy lemmas which depend only on properties (a) and (c) of pre-measur- 
able fields. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let s E XC [Y] and let f, g E r(X, F,). If f and g are con- 
tinuous at s, then f v g, f ~g and v(f) are continuous at s. Thus if f and g are 
continuous so are f v g, f A g and v( f ). 
LEMMA 3.3. The set T’,,,(F,) is a sublattice of r(F,) and is closed under 
forming mosaics over E in r(F,). 
This is one of the basic properties of r,(F,), but we need some other 
properties which involve the metric structure. For f and g in r(X, F,), 
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define p(f, g) = v( f v g) - v( f A g), and if f and g are in r(F,) define 
d(f, g> = inf {II df, 8 IIR : R . is residual in S>. Note that the infimum is 
always in the set, because a countable intersection of residual sets is residual. 
Now p( f, g) is continuous wherever v( f v g) and V( f A g) are so by Lemma 3.3 
the restriction of p( f, g) to R is continuous if f 1 R and g I R are continuous. 
A useful property for F and F to have is this 
(dl) r, is complete relative to p’. 
However it seems desirable to have (dl) as a consequence of some property 
stated more directly in terms of F. One such condition, similar to one used 
in sheaf theory, involves the sets N( f, e) defined for f in r(X, F,) by 
N( f, 6) = {x E F, : p(x) = s E X and pS(x, f (s)) < e}. In the discrete case 
this is just the image of X under f (for E small enough) but in general it 
will be larger. The desired condition is this: 
(d2) The sets of the form p-‘(U) r\ N( f, 6) with E > 0, f E I’,([Y], F,) 
and U open in S form a basis for the relative topology on p-‘([F]). 
DEFINITION 3.4. A pre-measurable field * with topology T is measurable 
if [.9-l can be chosen so that (d2) is satisfied. 
Constant fields are obviously measurable. 
LEMMA 3.5. Suppose F is pre-measurable with topology T. If 
p(x) = s E [T] and E > 0, there is an f in L’,([T], F,) such that pJ( f (s), x) < E. 
PROOF. The set I’ = p-l([Y]) n {y : / v(y) - v(x) / < 8 E} is open in 
p-l([F]) by (c). By (d2), there is an open U in S, an f in r,([F], F,) and a 
8 > 0 such that x up-l(U) n N( f, 6) C V. Then 
p,(f (s) v %f (s)) < 6 
so 
v(f(s) v N) - V(X) < + E 
Hence pS(x, f (s)) < E. 
and PdfN * %f (s)) < 6 
and V(X) - v( f (s) A x) < 4 E, 
LEMMA 3.6. Suppose 9 is a measurablejeld. Let s E X C [Tj and suppose 
fl P fi ,*** are in r(X,F,) and each is co&mom at s. If f E r(X, F,) and 
p( fn , f) - 0 uniformly on X then f is continuous at s. 
PROOF. Let g E r,([F], F,), E > 0, and suppose x = f (s) is in dV(g, E). 
Now p( fn , g) + p( f, g) uniformly by the triangle inequality, so p( f, g) 
is continuous on X at s. This makes it clear that f is continuous at s. 
COROLLARY 3.7’. Suppose 9 is a measurable field, and let fl , f2 ,..., be a 
sequence such that each fn 1 R is continuous, where R is contained in [T]. If f 
is in r and p( fn , f) + 0 uniformly on R, then f 1 R is continuous. 
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COROLLARY 3.8. If 9 is a measurable field, then 3 and Y satisfy (dl). 
PROOF. Let fi ,f2 ,... be a p’-Cauchy sequence in r,,, . Then there is a 
residual set R in S with these properties: R C [Y], fn 1 R is continuous for 
every 11, and p( fn , fm) -+ 0 uniformly on R. Then for s in R the sequence 
fi(s), fi(s),... is Cauchy inF(s) and hence has a limitf (s). Define f (s) = 0 for s 
not in R. Then p( fn , f) + 0 uniformly on R so that f 1 R is continuous, and 
p’( f,2 , f) + 0, proving the Corollary. 
LEMMA 3.9. Suppose ZJ is a measurable field. If s is in [Y] and x is in 
F(s), then there is an f in I’J[Y], F,) such that f (s) = x. 
PROOF. By Lemma 3.5 there exist elements fi , f2 ,... in r,([Y],F,) such 
that ps( fn(s), x) < 2-“. H ence there is a decreasing sequence [e,], [e.J,... of 
open closed sets containing s such that p( fn , fn+J < 21-n on [e,] n [Y]. 
Define g, , g, ,... inductively by 
& =f1 
gn = ( f, * en) v (g,-1 A (1 - ed). 
Then p(g, , g,,,) < 2l-n on [Y]. Take f to be a limit of the sequence g, , 
g, ,..., constructed as in Corollary 3.8. Then f(s) = X, and f 1 [YJ is con- 
tinuous by Corollary 3.7. 
DEFINITION 3.10. A pre-measurable field 9 with topology 9 will be 
called weakly measurable if (d 1) is satisjed and for some choice of [.Y] the 
following condition holds : 
(d3) If s is in [Y] and x is in F(s), then there is a residual set R 
with s E R C [Y] such that the sets p-‘( U) n N(g, E), where U is a neighborhood 
of s in S, g E r,(R,P,), g(s) = x and E > 0, form a basis for open sets at x 
in the relative topology on p-l(R). 
It is clear that a measurable field is weakly measurable and that for any 
weakly measurable field, if g E I’,(R,F,) and g(s) = x, then the sets 
P-W n Wg, 4 rh u ere U is a neighborhood of s and E > 0, form a basis at 
x in p-‘(R); thus only one function is needed, and (d3) guarantees its exist- 
ence. The notion of weak measurability is introduced because weakly 
measurable fields are “summable” and the property is inherited by the field 
of centers (see Section 4). 
LEMMA 3.11. Let 9 be a weakly measurable$eld of factors. Then r, is a 
complemented sublattice of r(S, F,). 
PROOF. Let f, g be in r,,, , and suppose R is a residual set such that 
f 1 R, g / R are continuous. For any s in R there is an x in F(s) such that 
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p,(g(s), X) = 1 - p(g,f; s) and p,(f(s), X) = 1. By (d3) there exists a residual 
set Rs contained in R and containing s, and a g,, in r(F,) such that g, 1 R, 
is continuous and g,(s) = N. By continuity, if E > 0 there is an open set U 
in S such that p(g, g,) < 1 - p(g,f) + E on U n Rs and p(f, g,) 2 I - E 
on U n R, . Hence, by taking mosaics, it is possible to form a g, in r,,, such 
that for some residual set R, C R we have: g, 1 R, is continuous, 
p(g, g,) < 1 - p(g,f) + 3 on R, and p(f, g,) > I - + on R, . Hence there 
exist residual sets R, 2 R, > ... and elements g, of r,,, , g,, / R, continuous, 
such that p(gn ,gTl+d < 1 - ,4gn ,f) + (l/2”+‘) and p(f,g,) 2 1 - (l/2”) 
both hold on RetI . Then set R, = flz=i R, . There is an h in J’,,, such that 
h(s) is a complement of f(s) for s not in R, , and such that p(gn , h) + 0 
uniformly on R, . Then h must agree t.a.e. with the p’ limit of g, , g, ,..., so 
h is in r,, . Furthermore, 
so p( f, h) 3 1 on R,, . Hence p( f, h) = 1 and h is a complement off. 
If 9 is a weakly measurable field of metric von Neumann lattices under 
the topology Y, let [.9,9-l be defined as follows. In r,(F,) let elementsf and 
g be called equivalent if p(f, g) = 0 t. a.e., i.e., if f = g t.a.e. This is a con- 
gruence relation on r,,, because 
and the quotient is [9,9-l, which we shall denote by M. If 9 is the constant 
field (F(s) = K) and Y is the product topology, then we shall write A’(S, K) 
for [T, Y]. In general, M is a complemented modular lattice. Let a be in M 
and let f be a representative for a, in r,,, . Then there is exactly one element 
of C(S) which agrees t.a.e. with v(f) and this element will be the same for 
all representatives f. Let us denote this element of C(S) by d(a). Then d is a 
C(S)-valuation of M. If 8(a, b) = d( a v b) - d(a A b) for a and b in n/r, then 
s’(a, b) = II Q, 4 Ils d e fi nes a metric on M which is the same as the metric 
induced on M by the pseudo-metric p’ on r,,L . Hence M is complete relative 
to 6’. The quotient mapping restricted to E is one-one, so it will be convenient 
to identify E with its image in M. Then d satisfies conditions (6) and (11) 
for dimension functions (Section 1). The statement and part of the proof 
of the next lemma are suggested by a basic theorem about metric lattices 
[12, p. 801. 
LEMMA 3.12. If {a, : 01 E A} is an increasing net in M, then there is un 
upper bound, a, of the a, such that d(u,) 7 d(u), and any such a is the least 
upper bound of the uU . The dual statement is also true. 
PROOF. Let h = sup {d(u,) : (Y E A} in C(S) and set 
R = {s E S : d(u,; s) 1 h(s)}. 
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Then R is residual [7, p. 41. For each positive integer 7t, let X,, be the set of e 
in E for which there is an 01 in A with 
d(a,) > h - +- on [e]. 
Since R is residual we have sup X,, = 1, and any element of E dominated by 
an element of X, is in X, , so if T, is a maximal orthogonal set in X, then 
sup T, = 1. Let TV be a function from T,, to -4 selecting for each e in T, an 
index OL = p(e) satisfying (*). For each (II in A let fa E r,, be a representative 
for a, . The mosaic of the fa constructed using p is in r, and its equivalence 
class c, , is the least upper bound of {e A a,(,) : e E T,}. Now set 
b, = c, v -0. v c, for n = 1, 2,..., obtaining an increasing sequence with 
these properties 
(i) h > d(b,) 2 h - l/n 
(ii) if c is an upper bound of the a, then c is an upper bound of the b, . 
Then b, , b, ,... is S’-Cauchy and hence has a S’-limit, a. We must show that a 
has the correct properties. First note that d(a) = h. Now the sequence of 
functions d(b, v a), d(b, v a),... is increasing and must converge uniformly to 
44 b ecause 
II 4bn v 4 - d&a A 4 /Is = V, , a), 
and 
d(b, A a) < d(a) < d(b, v a). 
Thus for every n we have d(b, v a) < d(a), so b, v a = a and a is an upper 
bound of the b, . Since d(b,J t d(a) th ere can be no smaller upper bound, and 
since M is a lattice it follows that a = sup {b, : n > l}. By considering sets 
of the form [e, A ... A e,] where e, E Tl ,..., e, E T, , we see that for any (11 in 
A the inequalities h > d(bn v a,) 3 h - (l/ n must hold. Thus the increasing ) 
sequence b,va,, b2va,,... converges relative to 6’ to some c, which is the 
least upper bound of the sequence, as above. Now c, > a and d(cJ = d(a), 
so c, = a since M is a complemented modular lattice and d is strictly positive. 
Thus a, < a, and since d(a,) t d(u) we see as for the sequence b, , b, ,... that 
a is the least upper bound of the a, . The dual statement has a dual proof. 
THEOREM 3.13. M is a von Neumann lattice. 
PROOF. (Cf. [12, p. 821.) We know that M is a complemented modular 
lattice and it follows directly from Lemma 3.12 that M is complete. That the 
operations are continuous is also a consequence of Lemma 3.12, as follows. 
If urr t a then we must have d(a,) t d(a) by uniqueness of least upper bounds 
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and similarly a, 5 a implies d(a,) 1 d(u). If a, T a and b is in M then a A b 
is an upper bound of the a, A b and 
d(u A b) - d(u, A 6) = S(u A b, a, A b) < 8(u, a,) 
= 44 - 44, 
so d(u, A b) T d(u A 6) and a, A b t a A b. Dually, a, 1 a implies a, v b J a v 6. 
Define a N b to mean d(u) = d(b). We know that d satisfies conditions (6)-(9) 
and (1 l), so the relation N is a quasi-perspectivity if and only if d also satis- 
fies (lo), i.e., if and only if d is a dimension function. 
THEOREM 3.14. If 9 is u$eld offuctors then d is a dimension function on M. 
PROOF. Let a, b E M with d(b) < d(u). We seek an element c such that 
c < a and d(c) = d(b). Let C be a maximal chain in the set of elements x 
with d(x) < d(b) and x < a, and set c = sup C. Then c ,< a and d(c) < d(b), 
so by maximality it will suffice to show that if d(c) < d(b), then there is a 
cr > c with cr < a and d(c,) < d(b). Suppose d(c) < d(b) and let f, g, h be 
representatives in r,,, for a, b, c, respectively, and choose a residual set R in S 
such that f 1 R, g / R and h 1 R are all continuous, and h ) R <f 1 R. Since 
d(c) < d(b), there is an E < 0 and a nonzero e, in E with d(c) + 2~ < d(b) 
on [ea]. Then v(h) + 2~ < v(g) on [e,] n R. For each n = 2, 3,... let 
i’n = ip : k = 1, 2 ,..., nI . 
Either there is an n such that vJF(s)) C lrn for every s in [e,] n R, or there is 
an s in [es] n R and an x with h(s) 6 x <f(s) and 
v(h; s) + E < v,(x) < v(g; s) - E. 
(This depends on the fact that (F( ) s , v, is a factor.) Taking the second case ) 
first, because 3 is weakly measurable, there is a residual set R,, C R with 
s E R,, , and an h, in r such that h,(s) = x and h, / R, is continuous. Then 
(h,, A f) (s) = x, (h, Af) 1 R, is continuous and h, A f <f. Thus we may 
suppose that h, <f. Similarly we may suppose h, >, h. Since v(h, 1 RO), 
v(h 1 R,) and v(g / R,) are continuous, there is a nonempty open closed set [e] 
contained in [e,,] and containing s such that v(h) < v(h,) < v(g) on [e] n R. 
If h, = (h, A e) v h and cr is the image of h, in M then cr < a, d(c,) < d(u) 
and cr > c. Returning to the first case, we see that for any s in [es] n R 
there is an x in F(s) with h(s) < x <f(s) and v,(x) = v(g; s). There is a 
residual R, C R containing s and an h, in r with h,,(s) = x and h, j RO con- 
tinuous. There is an open closed set [e] contained in [e,] and containing s such 
that v(h, A h), v(h), v( f A h,), v(h,) and v(g) are constant on [e] n R, . If 
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hi = (ha A e) v h, the constancy of those functions guarantees that h, <I 
and v(h) + 2r < v(h,) = v(g) on [e] n R, . Thus if ci is the image of h, in M, 
we have c < ci < u and d(c,) < d(b). 
THEOREM 3.15. Let .9 be a weakly measurable field of factors with topology 
Y on F, , and with wS the quasi-perspectivity in F(s). Set M = [%, 9-1 and 
de&e N on M as follows. If f andg are elements of I’,JS, F,) with images a and 
b in M, then a v b zrf (s) mS g(s) for topologically almost all s in. S. Then N is a 
quasi-perspectivity on M and E is the set of inzlariant elements. 
PROOF. We have a -b iff d(a) = d(b), and d satisfies conditions (6)-( 11) 
of Section 1, with E playing the same role. 
4. THE CENTER OF A CONTINUOUS DIRECT SUM 
Let 3 be a field of metric von Neumann lattices over the Stone space S, 
with 9(s) = (F(s), v,) f or s E S. Suppose Y is a topology on F, relative to 
which 9 is weakly measurable. If V(s) = (C(s), ws) where C(s) = C(F(s)), 
the center ofP(s), and w, = v, 1 C(s), then %’ is a field of metric von Neumann 
lattices. If Yr is the relative topology on C, , then 9? is clearly pre-measurable 
relative to Yr and satisfies (dl). This section consists mainly of a proof that 
9? is in fact weakly measurable and that C([.F, 9-1) = [%, 3-J, so “the center 
of a continuous direct sum is the continuous direct sum of the centers.” 
Let M = [-F, 9-1, the von Neumann lattice of equivalence classes of elements 
of r,(S, F,), so that f E a for a E M means that f is a representative of the 
equivalence class a. For f E r, let f * denote the equivalence class off. For 
each s E S let OS be the homomorphism of M onto the Iwamura local com- 
ponent of M at s, MS (see Section 1). Let p be the projection of F, onto S. 
LEMMA 4.1. If x~Fz+c, s = p(x) E [Y], f, g aye in r(S, F,) with 
f(s) = g(s) = x and both f and g are continuous on residual sets containing s, 
then O,( f *) = B,(g*). 
PROOF. We may as well suppose R is a residual set containing s and f 1 R 
and g ( R are continuous. Then p( fi g) / R is continuous and vanishes at s. 
Hence S( f *, g*) j R = p( f, g) / R and vanishes at s, which establishes the 
lemma. 
Lemma 4.1 shows that there is a well-defined function J’ from p-l( [Y]) to 
M, = u {M, : s E S}, so that i(x) = O,(f *) if s = P(X) and f is as in the 
lemma. Arguing as in the proof of the lemma, it is easy to see that for s E [5] 
the function j 1 F(s) is an isometric lattice embedding of F(s) into M, . 
Let us extend i to all of F, by taking j(x) = 0 for x not in p-‘([Y’J). The 
next lemma is easily proved by considering any representative of a. 
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LEMMA 4.2. For each u in M, the set (s : B,(a) E]‘(F*)) is residual. 
THEOREM 4.3. -&I element a of M is in the center C(M) ;f and only if there 
is an f E a all of whose values are in C, . 
PROOF. First note that if a E C(M) then for every s, O,(Q) E C(MJ. If 
f E (I and all values off are in C, , then f can have only one complement in r,,, 
and hence a can have only one complement, so a E C(M). Thus for every s, 
j(f(s)) E C(MJ. It follows that if s E [Y], then j(C(s)) C C(M,), so 
j(C(s)) =j(F(s)) n C(MJ. If a E C(M) and f E a, take a residual R C [.T] 
such that f 1 R is continuous. Then for every s in R we have 
i(f 6)) = %W f C(W) and i(f (s)) EP(s))* 
so f (s) E C(s), becausej is one-one on F(s). Now if fJs) = f (s) for s in R and 
fi(s) = 0 for s not in R, then fi E a and all the values of fi are in C, . 
Since r,(S, C,) inherits from r,(S,F,) the properties needed for con- 
structing the continuous direct sum, it might be said at this point that the 
description of C(M) is complete. However it seems desirable for (U, yl) 
to have property (d3) also. To prove that this is so will be easy after we have 
established the next two lemmas. 
LEMMA 4.4. Let a E M, let R = {s : 0,(a) ~j(F(s))} r\ [.Y], and dejne f 
br settingj(f (s)) = 4( a ) f or s E R andf (s) = 0 for s $ R. Then for each s E R 
there is a residual R, containing s such that f 1 R, is continuous. In particular, 
f E G(& F,). 
PROOF. Fix an s in R. Since f (s) E F(s), there is a g in r,(S, F,) and a 
residual set R, C [5] containing s such thatg 1 R, is continuous andg(s) = f (s). 
Then 6(g*, a) 1 R n R, = p(g, f) ) R n R, , so the latter function is con- 
tinuous, and since it vanishes at s, it is uniformly small on small neighborhoods 
of s in R n R, . The same can be done for the other points of R, so by con- 
structing mosaics (Cf. Theorem 1.5 and Lemma 3.11) we can find residual 
sets R 1 R1 2 R, J *.. all containing s and elements g, , g, ,... of r(S, F,) 
with g, ( R, continuous, such that p(g, ,f) 1 R, < 2-“. Then take 
R, = n {R, : n > l}, which does contain s. Since g, -+ f uniformly on R, , 
f ) R, is continuous. 
LEMMA 4.5. (See [5].) If K . zs a von Neumann lattice with center E and 01 
is a homomorphism of K onto a lattice L with center F then or(E) = F. 
PROOF. Let f E F and choose x and y in L with E(X) = f, a(y) = f ‘. Then, 
by Theorem 2.1 and Lemma 1.1 of Part III of [l], we may take II, x1 , a, yi 
such that x = u v xi , y = v v yi , y = v v yi , .x1 is perspective to yr and the 
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smallest central element dominating II, call it e, , is orthogonal to the smallest 
central element dominating v, ea . Now 01(xJ <f and a(yl) <f’ and ‘Y(x~) 
is perspective to a(yJ, so CL(~) = a(n) = 0 since f is in the center. Hence 
a(u) =f, a(v) = f ‘. N ow or(q) 3 f and a(ea) 3 f ‘, but a(eJ A a(eJ = 0, so 
44 = f- 
THEOREM 4.6. ?Z is weakly measurable relative to F1 and [%‘, F1] is the 
center of [* 91. 
PROOF. It only remains to prove that (d3) is satisfied. We take [YJ = [Y]. 
Let s E [Y] and s E C(s). There exists an a E C(M) such that O,(a) =j(x), 
by Lemma 4.5. If j( f (t)) = e,(a) when O,(a) Ej(F(t)) and f(t) = 0 when 
8t(a) +j(JTtN, th en there is a residual set R C [YJ with s E R such that 
g = f 1 R is continuous. Since g(s) = x and g E T,(R, C,), condition (d3) is 
satisfied. 
COROLLARY 4.7. If F is a field of continuous geometries, on the Stone space 
of a complete Boolean algebra E, and F is weakly measurable relative to f, 
then the center of [e $1 is E. 
REMARK. Halperin proved Theorem 4.6 and Corollary 4.7 for the case 
of a constant field in [3]. 
5. AUTOMORPHISMS AND MEASURE ALGEBRAS 
Let K be a metric von Neumann lattice with valuation v and metric p, 
and let a(K) be the group of all automorphisms 01 of K such that for all x 
in K, v(~(x)) = v(x). Th us a(K) is the group of isometric automorphisms 
of K. The group U(K) can be given both the topology of uniform conver- 
gence, @, determined by the obvious metric 6, and the topology of pointwise 
convergence, 9. It is easy to see that .P C @. Define I’ : G!(K) x K + K 
by r(o1, x) = ‘x(x). 
LEMMA 5.1. r is continuous when GY(K) has the pointwise topology and 
when GT(K) has the uniform topology. 
PROOF. If a, /I are in a(K) and x, y are in K, then 
f(44, B(r)) d fbW, a(Y)) + fbW NY)) G Ax, Y) + f(a(Y), kWe 
From this both assertions are clear. 
LEMMA 5.2. a(K) is a topologicalgroup under both B and @ and is complete 
under both B and a’. 
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PROOF. The first assertion is immediate from 
Pt4w)~ 4 G Pt&w)~ /+“N + P@w, 4 
and 
p(cx-l(x), x) = p(a(a--l(x)), a!(x)) = p(cY(x), x). 
The second assertion follows in a straightforward way from the fact that K 
is complete and the lattice operations are metrically continuous. 
Suppose now that K is a Boolean algebra and a(K) is transitive on elements 
of the same dimension (measure). Thus K is a homogeneous measure 
algebra [16]. 
LEMMA 5.3. Let .1c, y be elements of K with v(x) = v(y). Then there is an a 
in a(K) such that a(x) = y and 6(a, i) = p(x, y). 
PROOF. We write i for the identity automorphism. Set z = (.x v y) A (X A y)‘. 
Since R = [0, .z] x [0, z’] it is possible to get an OL in G!(K) which is the 
identity on [0, a’] with a(x) = y. Since v(z) = p(.r, y), we have S(ar, i) < p(x, y), 
but p(a(x), X) = p(.z, y), so S(o1, i) = p(.z, y). 
Regarding a(K) in its metric topology, we can form A’(S, G!(K)), the set 
of measurable functions from S to a(K), where S is a Stonian space. Then if 
f is in .,&(S, K) so is the function, 01 *f, whose value at s is (a(s)) (f(s)). If 
we define S’(o1, /3) to be inf {sup {~(cx(s), ,8(s)) : s E R} : R is residual in S}, it is 
not hard to see that ,N(S, Q(K)) is complete relative to 6’. Thus an approxi- 
mation argument similar to ones used before can be used to prove the next 
lemma. 
LEMMA 5.4. If f azdg are in -&‘(S, K) and v of = v o g t.a.e., then there 
is an (Y in A’(S, l??(K)) with CI *f = g t.a.e. 
Let A/r = A!‘(S, K) (see Section 3) and let 8, be the homomorphism of M 
onto the Iwamura local component hfs of A1 at the s for each point of S. 
Equivalence classes in A’(S, a(K)) g ive automorphisms of M in the obvious 
way and these then induce elements of @Al,). If 01 is in A’(S, a(K)) let 
8.(a) denote its image in G!(MJ. 
THEOREM 5.5. Each LVs is a homogeneous measure algebra. 
PROOF. If a and b are in M with d(a; s) = d(b; s), then there exist a, < a 
and b, < b with d(a,) = d(b,) = d(a) A d(b). Then O,(a,) = O,(a) and 
B,(b,) = O,Jb). Taking f to represent a, and g to represent 6, , according to 
Lemma 5.4 there is an a in A(S, Q?(K)) with a: *f =g t.a.e. Then 
4(4 Pdad = W,). 
THEOREM 5.6. Suppose that Ii is the measure algebra of the unit interval 
and that S is the Stone space of K. Then M is isomorphic to K. 
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PROOF. Define z1i on M by DJU) = s V( f(s)) &(s) where f is a representa- 
tive of a and p is the probability measure on S arising from Lebesgue measure, 
v, on K. Then vi is a positive valuation on M. That a, r a implies 
~,(a,) r vi(u) follows from the monotone convergence theorem, so M is 
indeed a non-atomic measure algebra, and it suffices to exhibit a countable 
dense set [14]. The set of countably valued elements of A(S, K) is clearly 
dense and hence so is the set of finitely valued elements. If C = {e, , e, ,...} 
is a dense algebra in K, then it is easy to show that the set of finitely valued 
functions with values in C and taking their constant values on sets [e,], 
[eJ,... is dense. 
THEOREM 5.7. If K is the measure algebra of the unit interval, then each 
MS is the homogeneous measure algebra with a dense set of cardinal c = 2’0 
but no smaller dense set. 
PROOF. By [16], there is only one such measure algebra, so let us verify 
the cardinality facts. Since MS has cardinality at most c it suffices to find c 
disjoint nonempty open sets. By the proof of Lemma 2.2, there is a sequence 
Yl I Yz ,-a- in K such that p(y, , ym) = 4 for n # nz. Let rZ be a set of c strictly 
increasing sequences of positive integers such that any two distinct elements 
agree at most on a finite set. Let (e, , es ,... be an orthogonal sequence in K 
such that U == u {[e,] : n > l} is dense but does not contain the point s. 
For OL in =1 let fa be defined by f-(t) = yacn) if t is in [e,] and fa(t) = 0 for 
t 6 U. Then fa is in A’(S, K). If LY and /I are distinct elements of A, then there 
is an open-closed neighborhood of s on which fm and fa are separated by a 
distance of g t.a.e. Hence the images of fa and fa in ill, are at a distance of $ . 
The 4 neighborhoods of these images give c disjoint nonempty open sets in 
Ns . 
Since the MS are all isomorphic, u {MS : s E S} can be given the “product” 
topology as well as the topology it receives from M as in Section 1. The 
continuous direct sum relative to the latter is $1, but relative to the former 
we get a larger measure algebra. 
THEOREM 5.8. There exists a jield of factors measurable relative to two 
topologies for which the continuous direct sums are not isomorphic. 
6. THE COORDINATIZING FIELD OF AN IWAMURA LOCAL COMPONENT 
Let K be a field, n an integer greater than 1 and let K be the lattice of 
subspaces of k”. If M is a metric space let A(S, M) be the set of measurable 
functions from S to M, as in Sections 3 and 5, and let A?(S, M) denote the 
409/2=‘/3-7 
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equivalence classes in &‘(S, M) where f and g are equivalent if they agree 
t.a.e. Then &Y’(S, K) is the continuous direct sum constructed using 
the product topology on S x K. As in constructing the Iwamura local 
components (Section 1) every JY’(S, M) has a quotient &“(S, n/Z), at a point 
s of S: If a and b are in &‘(S, M) let f and g be representatives in d&‘(S, n/r) 
and identify a and b if for every E > 0 there is a neighborhood of s on which 
f and g agree within E t.a.e. This is clearly independent of representatives, 
and in case M is discrete it simply means that s has a neighborhood on which 
f and g agree t.a.e. Let & be the quotient map from J?( S, Jr) onto JK(S, n/r), . 
If k has the discrete metric then JzY’(S, K) is a commutative ring with identity 
under the pointwise operations and it is not hard to see that J’(S, k)E is a 
field, which we shall denote by KS . 
THEOREM 6.1. The projective geometry Ki = A”(S, K)s is naturally 
isomorphic to the lattice of subspaces of (k:)“. 
PROOF. First notice that d(S, kn) and d(S, k)” are isomorphic in the 
obvious way, as modules over J&‘(S, k): let f correspond to ( fi ,..., fn), where 
f(s) = ( fi(s),..., fn(s)) for all s. The kernel of the (group) homomorphism of 
J&‘(S, k”) onto &‘(S, k”)s is an ,&(S, k)-submodule, carried by the isomor- 
phism into an &(S, k)-submodule of ,K(S, k)n. The action of J&‘(S, k) on 
&“(S, k”)s is such that representatives of the same element in k: give the 
same action. Hence &‘(S, k”)s and (k:)” are isomorphic as vector spaces, the 
isomorphism being induced by the isomorphism of d(S, k”) and .M(S, k)n. 
Let W be any subspace of (k:)” with basis w, ,..., W, . There exist elements 
fi ,..., fna in ..M(S, k”) whose images in (k:)” are w1 ,..., w, . The fi may be 
taken to be locally constant on an open dense set in S. For each t in S let 
f(t) be the subspace of k” spanned by fi(t),,.., fn(t). Thenfis locally constant 
on an open dense set and hence is in &‘(S, K). If g, ,..., g,m represent another 
basis in the same way, let g(t) be spanned by gl(t),..., g,(t) for t in S. We seek 
a neighborhood of s on which f = g t.a.e. For each i, #s(gJ is in Wand hence 
is a linear combination of 20~ ,..., ZL’, . Choose representatives hij in &(S, k) 
of the coefficients. Then there is a neighborhood of s on which 
gz = hz,f, + ..* + h,, fm t.a.e. Hence there is a neighborhood of s on which 
g, ,..., g, are in f t.a.e. and then g C f t.a.e. on the same neighborhood. By 
symmetry, there is a neighborhood of s on which f = g t.a.e. Hence t/J f) 
is independent of the choice of basis of Wand of the choice of representatives 
of the basic elements. Denote #s(f) by a(W). 
For any discrete M, if f and g are in &(S, M), then 
U = int(cl{t :f(t) =g(t)}) 
differs from the set wherefandg agree only by a first category set, and S - U 
differs from the set (t :f(t) # g(t)} only by a first category set. For s in U, 
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h(f) = M9 and f or s in S - U, &(f) of; &s(g). Using this, and the fact 
that each element of .A(S, A”) is locally constant on some residual set, it can 
be proved by induction thatf,(t),...,f,(t) are linearly independent t.a.e. on a 
neighborhood of s, because &(f),..., &(fnl) is a basis of W. Hence #Jf) has 
dimension m also. 
If W‘ is another subspace of (A:)“, choose a basis of TV n W’ and extend 
it to bases of W and It”. Then the above arguments make it clear that 
a( w n rv) = a(W) n a( W’) and a( W v W’) = a(W) v a( W’). Since a also 
preserves dimension, OL must be an injection of the lattice of the subspaces of 
(k:)” into Ki . To prove that (Y is onto, we first notice that if a is any element 
of K: then there is an f in A(S, K) such that a = &(f). Since f is locally 
constant on a residual set, and of dimension the same as that of a t.a.e. on a 
neighborhood of s, we may suppose dimf (t) = dim a = m t.a.e. We may 
also choose fi ,..., fm in A(S, K”) such that fi(t) ,..., fm(t) is a basis off(t) 
for topologically almost all t in S. If wi is the image of fi in (K’s)” (1 < i < m) 
and 1V’ is the span of wi ,..., w, , then a( IV) = &(f) = a. 
The constant functions in A’(S, K) go into a subfield K, of ki for each s, and 
K,5 is naturally isomorphic to k. 
THEOREM 6.2. Every element of k: not in k, is transcendental over k, . 
PROOF. Remark: One cannot conclude that the extension is purely 
transcendental. Let E be in k: but not in k, . Let f EA(S, k) be such that 
t,b,( f) = (. Let A be th e set of a in k such that U, = int (cl {t : f (t) = a}) is 
not empty. We may suppose that f is constant on each U, , and the set 
U=u(Uai,: a E A} is dense in S. Since 5 is not in k, , f cannot be constant t.a.e. 
on any neighborhood of s, so every neighborhood of s meets infinitely many 
5, . If p is a polynomial over k, , let c,, ,... , c, be elements of k corresponding to 
the coefficients of p. If c,, + ci f + ... + c, f r vanishes t.a.e. on a neighbor- 
hood of s, then the polynomial c0 + cix + ... + C$ must have infinitely 
many zeros so that ca = ... = c, = 0. It follows that 5 is not algebraic over k, . 
7. AN EXAMPLE 
The purpose of this section is to give an example of a von Neumann lattice 
which has no direct factor which is a continuous direct sum of a constant 
over some Stonian space. We shall use some results of Galois theory to accom- 
plish this [17]. 
Let p, ,P, ,... be the prime natural numbers in increasing order. By 
Dirichlet’s Theorem [18, p. 961, there is a strictly increasing sequence of 
primes ql, q2 ,... such that for each r, qT is congruent to 1 modulo p, . Then 
the multiplicative group U(q,) of the field of integers modulo qT has a non- 
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trivial direct factor H, whose order is a power of p,; for instance let H, be the 
p,-Sylow subgroup. 
For any integer m 3 2, let P (m) be the extension of the rationals, K, , 
obtained by adjoining a primitive mth root of unity. Then the Galois group 
G(P’Jnl/k,) is the group of units in the ring of integers modulo m, U(m). If 
mr = QlPZ ... qT then U(WZ,) = U(q,) x **. x U(qr), and Pcn’l) C Ptrnt) C -.., 
and if f’tm) = u {p(‘%) : Y > I}, then G(Ptm)/k,,) = IT{U(q,.) : r 3 I}. Let 0 
be the natural homomorphism of G(P’mJjk,) onto G, = II{H, : Y > l}, and 
let k, be the fixed field of ker 0. Then G(k,jK,) = G, . 
Now let rr , y2 ,... be a listing of the rational numbers in the open unit 
interval ]O,l[, and for 0 < t < 1, set 
:Vt = {s E G, : s, = 0 if Y, < t} E 17{H, : Y, 2 t>. 
Then each N, is a closed normal subgroup of G, , t < s implies N, 2 AT, , 
JVr = 0, and Ar, = Gr . Thus K, is the fixed field of N,, and k, is the fixed 
field of Nr , so we may denote the fixed field of Ar, by K, for 0 < t < 1. Then 
t < s implies K, _C k, and for 0 < t < 1 we have G(k,/K,) = G,/lVf. Let 
0 < t < s < 1 and suppose 4 is an embedding of K, into K, . Then # must 
leave k, element-wise fixed, so #(k,) is a Galois extension of K, and G(#(k,)/K,) 
is a homomorphic image of G(K,/K,). But G(z,!J(K,)/K,) is isomorphic to G(kJk,), 
and it is clear that there is no homomorphism of I7{H,,, : Y, 3 tj onto 
WHn, : Y,,, 2 s}. Hence there is no embedding of k, into k, . 
Now suppose n 3 3. For each t in the closed unit interval, I, let T’, be the 
vector space of n-tuples of elements of k, and let K, be the lattice of subspaces 
of Irt. If t < s and x EL, , then because k, is a subset of k, it must be that 
s is a subset of rs . Define e,,,$(x) to be the subspace it spans. Now if e, ,..., e, 
are independent in lTt they can be extended to a basis e, ,..., e,, . Then e, ,..., e, 
are also elements of I’, . The elements of the natural basis of L’, are all linear 
combinations of e, ,..., e,, with coefficients in k, and hence with coefficients 
ink, , so that e, ,..., e, span I, and hence must be linearly independent. Thus 
o,,, preserves dimension. Now 
so 
Also 
e,,.d-~ v Y) = e,,,w v e,,,(Y). 
e,,dx AY) c e,,,b-) A e,,dd, 
and since 8,,, preserves dimension it also preserves meets. For 0 < t < s < 1, 
we have B,(K,) C B,(K,) C Kr . Since Bf,t = 0,,, G 8,,, for t < s, we see that 
we may essentially regard K, as a sublattice of KS if t < s, i.e., let us replace 
K, by its natural image in Kl . 
Let E be the algebra of Bore1 sets in I modulo sets of Lebesgue measure 
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zero, i.e., let E be the standard measure algebra. LetL”O be the Banach algebra 
of equivalence classes of bounded Bore1 functions on 1, where f and g are 
equivalent if they agree a.e. relative to Lebesgue measure, and let S be the 
maximal ideal space of L*. Then Lm is isometrically isomorphic to C(S) 
in the natural way. Thus the identity function from I to 1 gives rise to a 
continuous function g from S onto I. The function -r taking a Bore1 set B 
in I into int (cl g-l(B)) is a o-homomorphism of the u-algebra of Bore1 sets in I 
onto the u-algebra of open-closed sets in S and the kernel of 7 consists of the 
sets of measure zero. This is a canonical identification of S as the Stone space 
of E. We shall write ~(a, b) for ~([a, b]), and identify E with the open closed 
sets in S when convenient. 
For t in I, let L, = J%‘(S, K,). Then 0 < t ,( s < 1 implies 
L, CL, _C L, CL, . Let Ml = .A”(S, Kr) and for t in I let M, be the image 
of L, in Mr. Then M, is isomorphic in a natural way to A”(S, K,). Let M 
be the set of all x in Ml such that for every t in I we have x A ~(0, t) in M, . 
Clearly M is closed under arbitrary joins and meets. Each x in Ml has a 
representativef in A!(S, K1) with the property thatf is constant on each of a 
sequence U, , U, ,... (perhaps finite) of open-closed sets whose union is dense 
in S, and f takes distinct values on distinct sets in the sequence. Then the 
sequence U, , lJ, ,... is determined by x and x is determined by the values 
Xl ) x2 ,... which f assumes on the sets U, , U, ,... . We may as well take f to 
be zero at points of S not in any U,, , and then there is just one such f. We also 
see that x is in M if and only if t E I implies f (T(O, t)) C K, , and hence x 
is in M if and only if: X~ E K, if r;i, n ~(0, t) # 4. Thus it is clear that every x 
in 111 has a complement in Ad, so M is a von Neumann lattice. Also E is a 
subset of M and is contained in the center, and the above description of 
elements of M makes it clear that every element with a unique complement 
is in E, so E is the center of n/l. For s in S let Bs be the homomorphism of Ml 
onto the Iwamura local component at s. Then B,(M) is isomorphic to the 
Iwamura local component of M at s. Recall the definition of the function g 
from S onto I given above. 
LEMMA 7.1. If s is in S and a = g(s), then t < a implies B,(M,) C OS(M) 
and a < t implies O,(M) C B,(M,). 
PROOF. If t < t, < a, and x is in M, , then y = x A T(tl , 1) is in M, 
because for any t’ < t, we have y A ~(0, t’) = 0 and for t’ > t, we have 
y E M, C M,t . But s is in the interior of T(tl , 1) so e,(x) = e,(v) E B,(M). On 
the other hand, if a < t, then for any x in M we have y = x A ~(0, t) in M, , 
and since s is in the interior of ~(0, t), it follows that e,(x) = B,(y) E B,(M,). 
LEMMA 7.2. Ifs is in S and a = g(s), then t < a implies B,(M) cannot be 
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(lattice) embedded in B,(M,) and a < t implies t?,(M,) cannot be embedded in
4(M). 
PROOF. If t < t, < a and B,(M) can be embedded in B,(M,), then so can 
O,(M,l). An examination of the proof of the first fundamental theorem of 
projective geometry given in [15] reveals that from such a lattice embedding 
can be constructed an embedding, 01, of the coordinatizing field of e,(M,J 
into the coordinatizing field of B,(M,). By the results of Section 6, these 
fields are extensions of Kfl and K,-, and OL must be the identity on K, , so every 
element of ol(Ktl) is algebraic over K, . Again apply the results of Section 6: 
every element of the coordinatizing field of B,(M,) not in k, is transcendental 
over K,. Thus a(/~,~) _C K, . But the Galois theory results at the beginning of 
this section show that there is no embedding of K,r into K, . The proof of the 
second assertion is the same. 
PROPOSITION 1.3. If e, and e2 nonzero orthogonal elements of E, then the 
direct factors FI = [0, eJ and F, = [0, e2] of M are not isomorphic. 
PROOF. Let E, = Fi n E, so Ei is the center of Fi , for i = 1, 2. Let pcLz 
denote the measure on E, induced by Lebesgue measure (i = 1,2). Suppose, 
contrary to the assertion, that there is an isomorphism 01 of FI onto F2. 
Then a carries ps into a measure v = ps o (o 1 EJ on E1 . Denote the measures 
induced on [el] by p1 and v also, and let f be a Radon-Nikodym derivative 
of pL1 relative to v. (Since p1 and v are both positive on nonzero elements of E1 , 
they give mutually absolutely continuous measures on [eJ.> Then there is a 
nonempty open-closed set [e] C [e,] on which f is bounded a.e., say by N. 
Since a: 1 FI n [0, e] is an isomorphism of FI n [0, e] onto F2 n [0, a(e)], 
we may as well suppose e = e, , i.e. thatf is bounded by N a.e. Then p1 < NV 
on E1 . 
Now let B, and B, be disjoint Bore1 sets such that s(B,) = e, and 
T(B,) = ea . Choose a point x in I at which B, has density 1, and choose 
a < x and b > x so that meas(B, n [a, b]) 3 (b - a) (1 - E), where E 
is positive and small enough that NE < 1 - E. Then 
meas(B, n [a, b]) 6 (b - a) E 
since B, and B, are disjoint. Let e = T(a, b). By Lemmas 7.1 and 7.2, [e] is 
the largest open-closed set such that for almost all s in [e] 0,(M,) can be 
embedded in B,(M) and B,(M) can be embedded in 0,(M,). 
Let 01* be the homeomorphism of [e,] onto [eJ induced by (Y. If s is in 
[e A eJ, then B,(M) = e,(F,). Ifs is in [a(e A e,)] we have B,(M) = B,(F,), but 
since a! is an isomorphism, if s’ = a*(s) E [e A e,] then B,,(F,) is isomorphic 
to t9,(F,). Thus for almost all s in [a(e A e,)], 8,(M) can be embedded in 8,(M,) 
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and O,(M,) can be embedded in B,(M). Thus LY(~ Ae,) < e and hence 
,(e A e,) < e A ea . Now we see that 
(1 - 4 (b - 4 < de A 4 
< Nv(e A e,) 
= N+(+ A 4) 
G N& A 4 
< N(b - a) E, 
which contradicts the fact that NC < 1 - E. Hence there can exist no such 
isomorphism LX. 
COROLLARY 7.4. M has no direct factor of the form Af’(S, , K) where K 
is a continuous geometry. 
PROOF. If it had such a direct factor, SO would be homeomorphic to a 
nonempty open-closed subset of S. Hence S,, would be a disjoint union 
S, u S, with S, homeomorphic to S,, and A”(&, K) and .M’(S, , K) 
would be isomorphic direct factors of M. 
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